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The concise version of Business Organizations, Cases and Materials, Eleventh Edition includes

materials on Limited Liability Partnerships and Limited Liability Companies. This edition continues

the approach of earlier editions in emphasizing rich, full-bodied versions of the principal cases, and

a functionalist approach to the problems of contract law. The new edition includes a great number of

new principal cases and case notes, as well as longer, analytical notes. The emphasis of previous

editions on international contract law continues.
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The entity that put out this book was not competent nor diligent. This book is full of errors. Even the

law review articles (throughout this book) have errors, which is curious because the articles did not

come out of a law review editing session with those misspellings and missing punctuation. It was so

distracting to read the lengthy assignments because the typos were literally everywhere. The cases

randomly add parties, or delete parties to the lawsuit changing the entire analysis.If you turned in an

assignment to your professor with as many typos as you'll find in each and every reading

assignment your grade would suffer.

the binding is loose and shakes. I am worried that it won't stay together the whole semester. It has

multiple highlights throughout the book. I think maybe 2 1/2 stars. I rounded up.



I CANNOT believe that anyone could sell this product. I am in disbelief that I could be charged for

this utterly useless text. I have never seen a more illegible book, there are Chinese characters

written over every word and it's nearly impossible to read through the ink. There are unintelligible

scribbles in all the margins, and every line is underlined in jagged blue ink. This product was an

absolute rip off.

I's not exciting, but it contains a lot of cases and material. Useful but I agree with the other

reviewers: it could have been clearer.

It was delivered all chewed up in the corner.

The box arrived in the allotted time, it is good quality

It's ok, serves its purpose. I would use a supplement with this one just in case.

i really good shape.
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